Summary of Updates to BoS Governance Charter

Section I (Background)
Changed lead agency/collaborative applicant from NC DHHS to NCCEH.

Section III.b.2 (Regional Committee Structure)
Added a brief description of the Regional Committee restructuring process.

Section III.b.4 (Regional Committee Roles & Responsibilities)
Added the following roles:
- Coordinated assessment lead
- Point-in-Time Count lead
- Funding committee lead
- Webmaster

Section III.c (Subcommittees)
Added the following subcommittees:
- Coordinated Assessment Exchange
- Veterans Subcommittee

Section III.e (Coordinated Assessment Council)
Added a sentence explaining the tasks and responsibilities of the council.

Section V.c (Housing Inventory Chart)
Removed a reference to an unmet need assessment. HUD no longer requires CoCs to submit unmet need as part of the Housing Inventory Chart.

Section VI.c (Written Standards)
Changed the description to say that written standards were approved by the Steering Committee on September 6, 2016.

Section VII.a (Ratification)
Changed the date of the most recent amendment to October 4, 2016.

Appendix 1 (Abbreviations)
Removed QPR from the list.

Appendix 3 (List & Map of Regional Committees)
Updated the list and map of the 26 current Regional Committees. Added a list and map of the 13 restructured Regional Committees.
Appendix 4 (Written Standards)
Replaced the prior written standards with the updated written standards approved by the Steering Committee on September 6, 2016.

Throughout the document:
- Changed any references to the collaborative applicant from NC DHHS to NCCEH.
- Changed any references to CHIN to the NC HMIS Lead Agency.
- Made minor changes to language for consistency and clarity (e.g., changing “our CoC” to “NC BoS”).